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Processing of Human EBG Data contamined by Artefacts
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Abstract: The computer EEG data processing is modern
trend in medical data processing. The computer processing
is needful especially for long-term EEG data. Long-term
EEG records of patients with diagnosis of epilepqy are
registered during normal every day regime, where EEG
record is contaminated not only by outside influence, but
even by physiological activity of patient (e.g. breathing,
moving of limbs, etc.). These activities from point of
clinical neurological interest are contamination and have

algorithm which was preferred to the LMS because of its
superior convergence time, enabling it to cope better with
different OAs each of which requires a different optimum
set of coeffrcient for effective removal.
onversion to M ATLAB's data form at

daptive segm entation of EEG signal

to be removed.

This paper is dedicated to solving of removing artefacts of

eature extraction from section of EEG's seqment

physiological origin in EEG data and gives complex
solution of this problem from adaptive segmentation of
EEG signal over identification of each segment of signal to

entification of artefact's type by neural

n

etwork

adaptive filtering.
djust of initial set of adaptive filter's param eters

INTRODUCTION
The human electroencephalogram (EEG) is record of
the electrical activity of the brain. It contains useful
diagnostic information on a variety of neurological
disorders. Normal EEG signals are usually registered from
electrodes placed on the scalp and are often very small in
amplitude of order 20 pV. The EEG like all biomedical
signals is very susceptible to a variety of large signal

contamination or artefacts (signals of other than brain
activity) which reduce its clinical usefulness. For example,

blinking or moving eyes produces large electrical
potentials around the eyes called the electrooculogram
(EOG). The EOG spreads across the scalp to contaminate

it is referred to as an ocular artefact (OA).
The problem of EEG data processing is removing of
artefacts with preserving signals of clinical interest. This
problem will be illustrated by removing of ocular artefacts.
the EEG, when

The problem of removing the OAs from the EEG is

by the similarity between them and

Fig. 1: Algorithm of EEG data processing
Optimal set of initial values of filter's parameters is on of
problems of adaptive filtering. For more precision adaptive
filtering we have to determine portion of the EEG record
where ocular artefact appears and to classificate its type.

IDENTIFICATION OF ARTEFACT'S TYPE
preprocessed several 16 - channel
records of native human EEG with contemporary recording
of channels of vertical and horizontal EOG from patients

In this work we have

with

headache and

from patients with epilepsy

OV

paperless EEG equipment Brain Quick). After conversion
from Brain Quick data format to data format of MATLAB
we have to execute adaptive segmentation of EEG signal

ADAPTIVE FILTERING

complicated

D adaptive filtering

some

cerebral waves of interest, and by spectral overlap between

them. The various EOG subtraction techniques reported to

date do not completely solve the problem, and new
approaches are continually being developed. One of the
way for OAs removing is the adaptive ocular artefact
filtering []. In this method estimates of OAs are obtained
by suitable scaling the EOGs. The OA estimates are then
subtracted from contaminated EEGs to yield artefact-free
EEG signals. From many adaptive filtering algorithms
which are used to remove the OAs the UD algorithm is
chosen. This is numericallv stable formulation of the RLS

for correct feature extraction and to solve the problem of
nonstationarities in EEG. The EEG signal is divided into
quasistationary (piece-wise stationary) segments of variable
length, depending on the occurrence of nonstationarities in
signal [2]. From this segments of EEG signal we have to

select section of defined length for which we evaluate

features for subsequent identification by neural network:
correlation coeffrcients of EEG channel and vertical EOG,
correlation coefficients of EEG channel and horizontal

EOG, covariance matrix of EEG channel, covariance
matrix of vertical EOG, covariance matrix of horizontal
EOG. covariance matrix of EEG channel and vertical
EOG. covariance matrix of EEG channel and horizontal
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EOG, features in the frequency domain (e.g. power spectral
density)
each segment
EEG signal. The
identification of segment's type by neural network is based

for

of

this ocular artefacts before and after adaptive filtering is
given in Fig. 3) and we compare results adaptive filtering
with and without idenffication of type of artefact. In our
processed records with OAs contamination the model of
UD filter is performed very well.
In general, the OA contamination at the more posteriorly
placed EEG electrodes is little, for example for montage of
electrodes Cz-Pz and C4-P4 the model performed very
well. In the cases that EEG record contains epileptic spike
and wave discharges as well as OAs the OAs have been
removed, but not spikes and waves. Removing of ocular
artefacts with preserving epileptic spikes is important
propefty of UD filtering.

CONCLUSION

of artefact's type is not
filter's adaptation time is longer. The
removing of ocular artefacts is more correct with the
When the identification

performed, the

Fig. 2: Scheme of neural network.
on this features and output of neural network is the name
of ocular artefact's type (moving eyes, blinking, shut eyes
or open eyes) or ,,this segment is not contaminated by

ocular artefact". The type

of

used neural network is

identification of artefact's t1pe. Removing of ocular
artefacts from human EEG by this method leads to more
accurate filtering artefacts from EEG data. In this way
precision of diagnosis of neurological disorders could be

perceptron with adaptation by parametric backpropagation
method was made in Neurex 5.1 [31. Its scheme is given in

increased.

Fig.2.
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Fig. 3: The segment of EEG signal before and after
adaptive filtering.

In this case study we compare the uncorrected and
corrected EEG channels, which are contaminated by OAs
(the detail of segment of EEG channel contaminating by
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